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Misery is a 1987 psychological horror thriller novel by Stephen King.The novel was nominated for the World
Fantasy Award for Best Novel in 1988, and was later made into a Hollywood film and an off-Broadway play of
the same name.When King was writing Misery in 1985 he planned the book to be released under the
pseudonym Richard Bachman but the identity of the pseudonym was discovered before the ...
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The Cobra is a 2010 thriller novel by Frederick Forsyth about the international cocaine trade. In it, an
unnamed Obama-like (said to have a wife named 'Michelle' and a deceased Kenyan father) U.S. President
colludes with an unnamed Cameron-like (having a wife named 'Sam') British prime minister to put an end to
the international cocaine trade and brings in ex-CIA Director Paul Devereaux who is ...
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in the number of police, improved policing strategies such as those adopted in New York, declines in the
crack cocaine trade, the strong economy, and increased expenditures on victim preTHE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
Feature Review The neurochemistry of music Mona Lisa Chanda and Daniel J. Levitin Department of
Psychology, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, QC H3A 1B1, Canada
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